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NEW BOOKS
Number Ten of the publications of the Florida
State Historical Society has appeared : Documents
Relating to the Commercial  Policy     
Floridas, translated and edited by Arthur Preston
Whitaker. This work carries forward notably the
project of that society, under the guidance of Dr.
James A. Robertson, for the publication of source ma-
terial covering every period of Florida’s long history.
The volume will be reviewed in the next number of
the QUARTERLY.
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The Caloosahatchee: Miscellaneous Writings  Con-
cerning the History   the Caloosahatchee River and
the City   Fort Myers, Florida.  Compiled by Thomas
A. Gonzalez, 1932 (Estero, Koreshan Unity Press)
134 pp.
The material for these historical sketches was
gathered in large part by Stafford C. Cleveland, who
established the Fort Myers Press in 1884. He was
aided by, and a great deal of it was written by, the
pioneer of that region, Captain F. A. Hendry, who had
first-hand knowledge of much which is narrated. Mr.
Gonzalez has now brought this material to light and
has selected, edited and published the most worth-
while portions. All who are interested in the past of
this region will be grateful to Captain Hendry, Mr.
Cleveland, and Mr. Gonzalez. Significant chapters
are : Fort Dulany, The Cattle Trade, Fort Myers, Billy
Bowlegs (by Capt. Hendry), Lieutenant Hartsuff,
General Harney, Fort Denaud, Fort Thompson and the
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Many districts and towns of Florida have no more
than scattered fragments of their past recorded. The
histories of some of these localities are more or less
important parts of the State’s general history; and an
accurate narrative of the past of every one of them
is certain to be interesting to its present people and
to many of those who are to live there. The local his-
torian, even though what he writes is printed only in
a newspaper, will be remembered long after the
great majority of his fellows are forgotten. It con-
tinuously grows more difficult to make a record of the
early days, and soon in many cases it will be impos-
sible.
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